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THE H-G ASTEROID MAGNITUDE SYSTEM: MEAN SLOPE PARAMETERS 
A. W. Harris, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Caltech 

The H-G magnitude system ( 1 )  was developed for the-purpose of predicting 
the magnitude of an asteroid as a function of solar phase angle, but can also 
be used for physical studies, by providing a basis for interpolating or 
extrapolating brightnesses from the phase angles observed at one apparition to 
the phase angles observed at another apparition, thus allowing one to identify 
the intrinsic difference in brightness from one apparition to another. This 
i s usual 1 y necessary for studies of astero id shapes and pole posi t ions. In 
order to do this, it is necessary that the phase relation model accurately 
represents the behaviour of real asteroids, and to be able to make the best 
possible a priori estimate of the slope parameter, G, for an asteroid where 
the available data is insufficient to determine it well from observations. 
The first of these issues has been addressed in several of our recent 
publications (2,3,4); we find that the quality of the fit is generally 
satisfactory, except for the highest and lowest albedo objects. Here we 
address the second matter, establishing nominal values of the slope parameter 
for various taxonomic classes of asteroids. 

We have performed least squares fits of the H-G function, in the manner 
described in ( 1 )  to magnitude data for 84 asteroids. We have used only data 
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spanning a substantial phase angle range, from a single apparition, and 
corrected for lightcurve variation, so that the derived values of G are 
reliable to less than 0.1, and typically much less. Table I summarizes the 
data set of 84 asteroids, listing asteroid number, taxonomic class (51 ,  IRAS 
albedo (61, the solution values of G and the formal uncertainty in G, and 
finally the reference(s1 to the data on which the solution was based. We 
identify the references by the numbers used in the Asteroids I 1  lightcurve 
database (7). References not included there are given as A, 0 ,  etc., and are 
given in the references at the end of this paper. An asterisk following the 
asteroid number indicates that the phase curve is referenced to maximum light; 
otherwise the fit is to the mean light level. The differences are generally 
small and insignificant for our purposes. Table I1 summarizes the results of 
the det ermi nat i on of mean va l ues of G for groups of t axonomi c cl asses of 1 ow, 
medium, and high albedo asteroids. We list the mean albedo and mean G value 
for each group, along with the bias corrected dispersion of the values within 
each group (the RMS deviation from the17$an). The error bars are just the 
bias corrected dispersions divided by N . The mean values of G are, for 
each of the four classes, not far from the values recommended by IAU 
Commission 20 for predicting magnitudes of objects when G is not measured: 
0.15, 0.25, 0.25, and 0.40, respectively. Our values are systematically 
larger than those found in a similar study using Carlsberg Meridian transit 
observations (8,91; we have no explanation for the discrepancy. 

Another point which should be noted is that the dispersions in both 
albedo and G are much greater than the measurement errors. Thus the variation 
among members of the respective classes is real. We have done a linear 
regression of G vs albedo, to see if albedo is a better predictor of G than 
simply taxonomic class. The dispersion of G values from the linear fit with 
albedo is 0.096; for a linear fit to log(albedo), it is 0.097. Thus, albedo 
is, i f  anything, a slightly poorer predictor of G value. The failure of G to 
be an accurate predictor of albedo and vice versa is not a failing of the 
photometric system; other surface properties, such as 'roughness, also 
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influence the slope of the phase curve, so the dispersion of G values simply 
indicates that not all asteroid surfaces of a given albedo are alike. 
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Table I.  Well Qterrined s l q ~  parameters for 84 Asteroids. 

Table.111. Mean slope parameters for various taxonomic classes. 

Number Bias-corrected Bias-corrected 
Asteroid Classes in Sam~le Mean A1 bedo Di s~ersion Mean G pis~ersion 
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